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The public information programme of the International Atomic Energy Agency

(IASA) is deter-mined by two bsic criteria;

-- First by the Statute of the AZA hich defiles its objectives as

"to seek to accelerate and enlarge the contribution of atomic energy

to peace, health and posperity troughout the world" as well 23 "to

ensure as far as it is able, that assistance provided by it or at is

reqvost or nder its upervision or control is not used in such a way

as to further any military urpose.

-- Second by the fact that the IAZA is an intergovernmental

organization, which meang that it hac to fulfill request of

independent, souverei&n governments.

In a iscussion of the public infomation programe of the International

At=ic Eneray Mency, three main fields of activities always have to be kept

in mind:

- Nlear applications in agriculture, medicine, industry,

hydrology, research, etc.

-- The use of nuclear energy for electricity generation, here ainly

the aspects of safety and economics;

-- and afeguards.

From this it can be understood that the public information activities of the

iA-A ust have different perspectives:
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-- There are non-controversial flds for public information work,

such as ost all aspects of nuclear application eploying

radiation and Isotopes. Some of these fields, includ�ng the many

applications in industry tor quality control and measurement

purposes, are hardly known to the public, Hardly anyone, for example,

redlizes, that the smoke detectors installed everywhere, even in

hotel rooms, are filled with mericium-241 and that one of them has

Un aCLIVILY Q� Ca, Y6 niQcuQurie, which equais ca, zD niiiion

Becqverel- Even though the benefit of 5moke etectors is not

questioned and there is no danger from the alpha emitting Americium,

it is questionable whether 1AEA activities in quality control, as

well as assistance to developing countries to participate in this

technology, should be presented in pblic infomation activities,

-- There are activities of the IAEA where the wrk in general is not

questioned but considered absolutely necessary. However, the

comprehensiveness and efficiency of these activities has come under

criticism, such as activities in safeguards and some fields of

nuclear safety. Recent examples here are the discussions on

safeguards on heavy water in the framework f deliveries of Norwegian

heavy water to dferent countries and the safeguards on equipment

which is Baid to be exported by P German companies to Fakistan and

India, Here, IAEA is usually in a position to explain that the Agency

to not involved, which is not a favourable position as fr a public

infomatiQn is concerned.

-- There are finally controversial fieldu, where the UZA is blamed

for being too pomotional. Examples are the TAEA's activities In

nuclear power pto$rarae planning as well as in food irradiation. In

these controversial fields, it is very important to look for

lonS-term, issue-oriented strategies to communicate good factual

Information in perspective,
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In all Its public information activities the IAEA ust alwayg consider one

basic fact; It is an international, Intergovernmental organization with 113

Member States, This fact poses some limitations on public formation

activities!

_- Each Member State has a different public infomation policy in the

nuclear field, due to different aspects of the nuclear controversyj

different approaches to clear energy in the ener�y mix of the

CQVfltry, etc,

-- The important issuet of energy spply in the Member tates are not

the same and, therefore, the priorities in public infomatton are

different,

_- Each member State has its own structures of com:munication with its

citizens, due to political structures and sociocultural backgrounds,

_- Each Member State has in general re money available for the

public information activities than the AB:A.

-- The working languages of the IAEA arQ not commonly opok6 or

understood in many Member States.

The public information activities of the IAKA must, therefore, always 1cok for

a balance between these different parameters, They must always try to be of

assistance to its Member States, They must, however, also try to keep the

image of an international institution which has to provide for balanced and

correct infomation, The way this can be done it very narrow, it must lead in

the middle between attempts to be promotional and active in the public

infomation field and attempts to be only reactive, It also has its

limitations in the fact that one has to be careful in doing too much for one

Member State and, by that, creating problems for another Mmber 3tate.

For a eneral overview, the ARA12 public nformation activities can b be

divided into short-term, medium-ter-m and long-term activities.
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The short term activities are mainly directed to tms, which are in actual

discussion in the media as well as on major eents or results of worK in the

TAEA itnelf. This is the area, in which public nfo=ation activities are, on

the oe hand, directly in response to the media, But, on the other hand, the

news or message provided by the 1AEA is also used for infor-mation by public

infomation officials, opinion leaders, and politicians in Member Otate;.

it is, therefore, important to have a clear, mostly short message, which is

also spread immediately internally in the house of some 2000 staff members,

past experience has dlWdYS shown that the media, as well aa opinion leaders

and Officials, tend to phone those staff members they know from meetings and

conferences, Consequently, there are many organizational In-house steps

necessary to coordinate the mssage.

The recent experience on controversial issues in the uclear field has ao

underlined the Important role which i played by politicians and embers of

parliament. It is, therefore, necessary to find ways to also inform e.g. the

political opinion leaders in countries where controversial ssues havA

actually arisen about the facts available at the TAEA.

A very important target group are the international nitutions and

organizations in the energy field and the great number of non-governmental

organizations in the framework of the United Nationg, The IAZA has established

links of mutual cotmunication with these, takin$ into account the iportant

role these institutions and rganizations play for public information,

Modern means of communications, such as direct telephone lines and special

telefax lines for the Division of Public information, have been installed now

in the IAEA, As a regult, there are fewer technical dfficulties for the short

term public information activities, especially the prompt reaction to

controversial events which encompass activities of the IM,

The medium term public information activities 6re directed towardg the

provision Of issue-oriented background iformation in those fields of IA-EA

activities where public controversy exists in certain Member State or
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everywheria. These ativities also deal with the presentation of the ongoing

IAZA activities to the public through relevant information on meetings,

conferences. or on results of research in IAEA laboratories at Vienna

headquarters, in Seibersdorf, or in Mnaco.

Am important target aience he are the opinion leaders In the media, public

information officials in national authorities and international institutions

which have an interest in the nuclear field, as well as politicians and

parl&mentarians in the Member States. Seminars, briefings a well as the

regular periodical pblications of the RA such at the monthly NWSHIEF or

the quarterly ZA BULLETIN, form the basis of this work. The introduction of

issue-oriented IAEA NWS FEATURES are an additional vehicle. They are

published when the need for background information material In a special

subject field arises. The response to the IAU NEWS FZATURES is good. The R

German nuclear Industry has, for exa:mple, bought 1000 copies of the NEWS

FEATURES on waste management for distribution to interested customers, And the

US Department of Kgriculture has ordered 500 IAEA NEWS FEATURES on food

irradiation for an information campaign in Florida,

The Ion term public nformation activities are more directed towards

providing general information in the nuclear field through books, films, video

clips, radio programmes, exhibits, and lctures. There Is always a hope that,

for example, booklets produe6d by the AEA find some wder distribution in

Member States through national distributors. The IAZA public nformation

booklet on "Facts about low level radiation" was our most successful

publication in this azpact in the past. It has been distributed in larger

quantities by any national authorities, industry groups, a well as

professional organizations. It was even tnslated Into national languages

other thin the IAEA working languages for distribution to wider audiences.

This public infomation material produced in the frameworic of the TA-CA'2

Medium term and long term public information activities can be of great help

if ntional institUtions, induatry and authorities Want to demonstrate to

their national population that there is an international perspective to the

Josue at hand. They can very well be used to demonstrate that problems under

discussion on national spects are and hve been discussed In other countries

as well and th&t possibly solutions have been found In other countries.
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The past years have increasingly made the IAEA a contact point for the media

in instances, where a nuclear ncident or accident attracted special public

attention or when the nuclear controversy in a given country has focused on a

particular question or event, Examples since the Chernobyl accident include:

a false rumour on another big nuclear accident, the suspicion of a diversion

of nuclear material in the NUXEM/Transnuklear case, the Norwegian heavy water

sales, the Biblis incident In the FR Germany and the Aenian earthquake, In

all these cases the International Atomic Energy Agency ws contacted by media

representatives, institutions, and authorities from all over the world who

required confirmation on rumours, factual information and explanations,

Tt can be stated that the International Atomic Energy Agency has become much

better known around the world in the last eight years, this higher profile

started with the bombardment of the Iraq nuclear research reactor in May 1981.

The Chernobyl nuclear accident gave a greater push to the public image of the

IAZA so far, along with the growing public awareness of the Agency. the

credibility of programmes and activities could be maintained, in general,

it seams that credibility characterizes the IA-A's image. It is a big

challenge to the public infomation activities of the organization to keep

this credibility, For that, thcee points must always be kept In ind:

-- Tt i absolutely necessary to provide all facts which are

available and can be disclosed. This sometimes very difficult in

cases where journalists are aware that confidential information is

available which might contradict public statements given by

authorities in Member tates,

-- it is necessary, to explain the limits and restrictions of an

international rganisation to disclose all facts and to comment on

specific events. Here it is very important to be credible to

representatives of the media. Zspecially the major international and

national news agencies play an important role. The representatives of

these agencies are flooded with so many different news items that it

is very iportant that they understand the event and the context so

that they can writs a bslanrad ngwz story.
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-- It i� necessary to be available for information and interviews

outside working hours, Customers of the IAFA public information are

distributed worldwide and call at their working time. Experience has

shown that availability and an immediate answer adds already very

much to the image of credibility of an organization.

The emotional and intellectual fall-out from Chernobyl was even more globally

spread than the radioactive fall-out and it has had a considerable impact on

public opinion and energy policies. The world picture is heterogeneous,

howevot, and the scepticism vig a vis nuclear power which was nurtured by

Chernobyl Is beginning to be somewhat offset by an increasing awarenes5 of the

serious environmental onsequences of the current levels of use of fossil

fuels,.

it the aim of the public, information programme of the nernational Atomic

Energy Agency to astist interested Member States to get Information material

and public information support to demonstrate to their public that their

problems are shared by other countries and that other countries may have

solutions, It also the aim to continue to provide serious and factual

infomation and try to keep a role an impartial international voice In the

nuclear field,


